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Submarine Cable Network Design for Regional
Connectivity

Tianjiao Wang, Zengfu Wang, Bill Moran, Moshe Zukerman, Life Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper optimizes path planning for a trunk-and-1

branch topology network in an irregular 2-dimensional manifold2

embedded in 3-dimensional Euclidean space with application to3

submarine cable network planning. We go beyond our earlier4

focus on the weighted costs of cables (cable laying cost, resilience,5

design level and repair rate) to include the cost of branching6

units (BUs), including material and labor, as well as submarine7

cable landing stations (CLSs). This optimization also includes8

choices of locations of BUs and CLSs. These are important issues9

for the economics of cable laying and significantly change the10

model and the optimization process. We pose the problem as11

a variant of the Steiner tree problem, but one in which the12

Steiner nodes can vary in number, while incurring a penalty.13

We refer to it as the weighted Steiner node problem. It differs14

from the Euclidean Steiner tree problem, where Steiner points15

are forced to have degree three; this is no longer the case, in16

general, when nodes incur a cost. We are able to prove that our17

algorithm is applicable to Steiner nodes with degree greater than18

three, enabling optimization of network costs in this context. The19

optimal solution is achieved in polynomial-time using dynamic20

programming.21

Index Terms—Steiner minimum tree, weighted Steiner nodes,22

submarine cable networks, manifold, branching units, cable23

landing stations.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

Submarine internet optical cables play an important and26

crucial role in global communications, transmitting more than27

99% of global Internet data [1]. By early 2021, there are more28

than 1.3 million kilometers of submarine cables across the29

oceans and seas of the world [2] and, according to [1], global30

capacity of submarine cables is estimated to increase up to31

100% by the end of 2024. This paper studies the optimal de-32

sign of submarine cable systems. These systems typically have33

a trunk-and-branch tree topology as illustrated in Fig. 1. To34

be taken into account in their optimal design are cable laying35

costs (including terrain slope, materials, alternative protection36

level, labor, and cable survivability), installation costs of the37
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submarine cable branching units (BUs), and the choice of 38

locations of the submarine cable landing stations (CLSs). Our 39

methods take account of the 3-dimensional topography of the 40

earth, by modeling it as an irregular 2-dimensional manifold 41

in a 3-dimensional Euclidean space. Unlike earlier work, the 42

path planning optimization problem considered here extends 43

to the more realistic provision of region-to-region connectivity, 44

as shown in Fig. 1, rather than just point-to-point. 45

Fig. 1: Cable system interconnecting five regions.

A submarine optical cable system is conveniently divided 46

into two parts: underwater equipment and onshore equipment. 47

The underwater equipment includes submarine optical cables, 48

repeaters, and BUs, whereas the onshore equipment includes 49

CLSs. Submarine BUs are used to fork cables, allowing traffic 50

to be routed to (or merged from) two or more different 51

locations thus permitting a diversity of connections for the 52

cable system. In most cases, a BU is a Y-shaped cable 53

connector, connecting three terminals [3]. However, in this 54

paper, we do not exclude the possibility that a terminal which 55

is connected to a BU can also be another BU. More than one 56

BU may be used in a real-life cable system. Indeed, many 57

large scale cable systems use many BUs to allow multiple 58

connections [4]; for example, 16 BUs are used in the Africa 59

Coast To Europe submarine cable system and 9 BUs in the 60

Asia Pacific Gateway system. 61

The cost of the BU is determined by its complexity and its 62

number of ports [3]. In 2002, the cost of a BU, was estimated 63

to be between $1 million and $1.5 million [5]. A more recent 64

estimate gives the cost as $2 million [6]. 65

There are two main reasons to use BUs in a submarine cable 66

network. 67

1) In practice, the total cable length should be as short 68

as possible. By using BUs, the cable system can be 69
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constructed as a trunk-and-branch topology, providing a70

relatively small total length of cables.71

2) In some areas, there is a requirement to transmit data to72

various destinations, but there are limitations to potential73

routes related to, for example, legal/licensing and seabed74

space restrictions [7].75

When planning submarine cable routes, the choice of lo-76

cation (or even existence) of BUs needs to take account, not77

only of total cable length, but of overall network cost. To this78

end, account needs to be taken of, for example, water pressure79

and depth, topography, etc., because under different seabed80

conditions, the type and cost of a BU varies [3]. This means the81

BU cost could be different in each grid node on the manifold;82

this is the case in the example shown in Section V-A2.83

CLSs selection is another important factor in the construc-84

tion of a submarine optical cable system connecting several85

regions. Most CLSs are very close to the coast. In multi-86

point coastal systems, cost associated with CLSs can become a87

significant component of total network cost. Large CLSs cost88

$10-15 million while small CLSs are around $5 million [3, 8].89

The location of CLSs can also affect the total length of90

a cable network. The specific locations of CLSs that serve91

regions/areas are usually carefully chosen, taking into account92

the following issues [8, 9].93

1) Marine zoning and compatibility with different develop-94

ment and planning activities;95

2) Easy access to landing points by the submarine optical96

cable installation vessel for installation and maintenance;97

3) Terrain risks for cables at landing points, for example,98

avoidance of steep rocky coasts and areas of subsidence99

as well as steep, sandy or silty sea-floors;100

4) Environmental risks for cables such as storm surges and101

other marine disasters;102

5) Avoidance of areas where corrosion (chemical pollution)103

of optical cables is likely;104

6) Avoidance of areas of risk of cable damage by anchors105

and trawling nets.106

The key novelty of this paper is the extension of the107

optimization problem of the submarine cable system from108

minimizing the total cable construction cost in a cable system109

to minimizing the construction costs of the entire cable system,110

including, in addition to the cable construction costs, the111

installation costs of BUs and CLSs. We pose the optimization112

problem as a variant of the Steiner minimum tree problem,113

on an irregular 2-dimensional manifold in a 3-dimensional114

Euclidean space and propose polynomial-time dynamic pro-115

gramming for its solution. We call this the weighted Steiner116

node problem.117

The main technical advances and contributions of this work118

beyond [10] are as follows.119

1) In the cable system construction optimization, the instal-120

lation costs of BUs are included in addition to minimiza-121

tion of the total cable length. By optimizing the cable122

network structure, we can determine the number of BUs123

that should be used in the cable network taking account124

of the unit installation cost of a BU that, in turn, depends125

on the environmental conditions in its location.126

2) In addition to optimizing the network based on the 127

limited assumption that all BUs are Y-shaped (have three 128

branches), our algorithm also solves the cable network 129

optimization problem with more than three branch BUs. 130

Moreover, we prove a new theorem in Section IV to the 131

effect that our algorithm is applicable to Steiner nodes 132

with degree 3 or more. 133

3) Cable connections between regions, rather than between 134

locations become the focus of the optimization, so that 135

our destinations are many sets of points. Such a cable 136

network connects regions rather than specified coastal 137

locations. We consider a range of CLS construction 138

alternatives within a region. Our algorithm can select the 139

best CLS in each region according to their locations and 140

construction costs, so that the total construction cost of 141

the cable network is minimized. 142

4) We consider the trade-off between the laying cost, related 143

to different cable protection levels and the depth of the 144

seabed, and the total number of repairs that are associated 145

with kinds of risk, such as earthquake-related cable 146

damage risk, human activity related risk, and different 147

cable protection levels. 148

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 149

Section II, we review related path planning research in cable 150

networks, including point-to-point path planning and cable 151

network path planning algorithms. Section III focuses on 152

the modeling of our cable network optimization problem. In 153

Section IV, we propose a method to solve the problem. The 154

performance of our method is demonstrated by several nu- 155

merical simulations based on realistic examples in Section V. 156

Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI. 157

II. RELATED RESEARCH 158

In the current extensive literature on submarine cable path 159

planning, we concentrate on optimization of the following 160

three relevant network topologies in the context of submarine 161

cable path planning: (1) point-to-point [11–14]; (2) point-to- 162

area/existing cables [15]; and (3) cable networks connecting 163

more than two points [10, 16, 17]. 164

In practice, the industry generally uses a manual approach, 165

based on expert experience, for the path planning of submarine 166

cables [18]. Based on data available on the relevant region, 167

planners determine the cable path by checking carefully all the 168

relevant details along the path and comparing between various 169

alternatives. This approach cannot guarantee an optimal path 170

and can be expensive in human resources. 171

Currently, MakaiPlan, an industry-leading submarine cable 172

route planning software is available on the market. For a pair 173

of nodes to be connected, MakaiPlan chooses the shortest 174

distance along a great circle route in a series of rhumb lines, 175

providing a rough estimate of the geodesic. MakaiPlan only 176

provides path planning of submarine cables connecting two 177

nodes, and provides no means to optimize, taking account 178

of risk factors, submarine cable networks with trunk-and- 179

branch and mesh architectures: commonly used topologies in 180

submarine cable systems. 181

In [14], using the Dijkstra’s algorithm, the authors proposed 182

a raster-based method for path planning to obtain the cable 183
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path with least cost, specifically, minimizing the weighted sum184

of the seismic risk and the cable length (cost). A disadvantage185

of this method is that a path must traverse either a diagonal186

or a lateral edge between neighboring cells. Additionally, they187

only considered point-to-point cable path planning.188

Zhang et al. [19] addressed the problem of shielding189

telecommunication cables in high-risk areas. In particular, they190

studied a given telecommunication network with a focus on191

the problem of how to decide which cables in the network192

require shielding to guarantee network connectivity at min-193

imum cost. They assumed a given shielding cost for each194

cable and considered certain failure models to formulate and195

solve their optimization problem. Wang et al. [20] considered196

a triangulated irregular network in 3-dimensional Euclidean197

space; at any point on this triangulate network the measure of198

risk was specified in terms of the expected number of repairs.199

They also considered multiple protection-level models based200

on this risk measure and laying cost for optimizing the path201

of a cable with different design levels. The optimal cable path202

was derived by running Dijkstra’s algorithm with an interval-203

partition-based label-setting approach.204

In [13, 21], Wang et al. presented a method based on the205

fast marching method (FMM) for cable path planning on the206

earth’s surface. FMM is a path planning approach that avoids207

the weaknesses of Dijkstra’s algorithm [22] by solving the208

Eikonal equation as the grid size of the triangulated manifold209

approaches zero. Wang et al. [21] took account of multiple210

design levels of cable shielding and applied FMM to design211

optimal cable paths. They addressed the cable path planning212

problem as a multi-objective optimization problem, taking213

account of cable breaking risk, cable laying cost, and multiple214

design levels for cable shielding. They converted it into a215

single objective optimization problem by assigning different216

weights to each objective.217

More recently, in [10, 15, 16], FMM was applied to cable218

path planning, designing a cable path from a start node to219

an existing cable network. Their objective was to lay a cable220

from node � to a certain end location � on an existing cable221

at a minimal cost. They considered three scenarios for the222

destination: an arbitrary location on an existing cable with the223

addition of a new BU, an installed BU or a landing station;224

a landing station. The proposed method can be applied to225

cable path planning from one node to a set of nodes. Wang et226

al. [10] proposed an FMM-based method to achieve a trunk-227

and-branch tree network topology for submarine cable systems228

that connect multiple landing stations. That work considered229

the optimization of the trunk-and-branch tree network problem230

as a Steiner minimum tree (SMT) problem, and based on231

dynamic programming, obtained the minimum tree on an232

irregular 2-dimensional manifold in a 3-dimensional Euclidean233

space for a given topology in polynomial time. However, it234

did not take account of installation costs of BUs and, in that235

paper, the CLS location in every region was uniquely specified.236

In [16], we proposed a method based on FMM and Integer237

Linear Programming to optimize a tree-topology network238

design for a submarine cable system that connects multiple239

stations. We also proposed a lightweight heuristic algorithm240

to solve this problem. We considered the optimization of the241

cable network problem as a minimum spanning tree (MST) 242

problem. The objective was to construct a tree-topology cable 243

network without additional Steiner nodes at minimal cost. In 244

that work, the installation costs of BUs, and location choices 245

of CLSs were not considered. 246

The SMT problem in 3-dimensional Euclidean space is 247

a well-known NP-hard (non-deterministic polynomial-time 248

hard) combinatorial optimization problem. Many authors have 249

contributed ample research on this problem and proposed 250

many solutions [23–27]. Gilbert and Pollak [23] proposed a 251

method to solve the SMT problem in 3-dimensional Euclidean 252

space. In their algorithm, the first step is to enumerate all 253

Steiner topologies and then calculate the relative minimal 254

tree (RMT) corresponding to each topology. Their algorithm 255

is very computationally intensive, as the number of Steiner 256

topologies grows super-exponentially with the number of 257

terminals. As a result, it can only be applied to very small 258

instances of the SMT problem. The GeoSteiner algorithm [28] 259

can solve a typical SMT problem with a large number of 260

terminals in the 2-dimensional Euclidean plane by using 261

geometrical properties (such as node degree and the angle con- 262

ditions). However, GeoSteiner heavily utilizes the properties 263

of the Euclidean plane, and these geometrical properties do 264

not translate to higher dimensions and irregular 2-dimensional 265

manifolds in R3. Smith [29] proposed an implicit enumeration 266

scheme to generate full Steiner topologies by using branch 267

and bound (B&B). Smith’s B&B algorithm consists of a tree 268

generation step and a numerical optimization step. In the B&B 269

algorithm, there is a continuously updated maximum value. 270

Spanning trees that exceed the maximum value are eliminated, 271

thus reducing the computational complexity. The metric in [29] 272

is Euclidean (albeit 3 dimensional), so it is not applied directly 273

to our case of an irregular 2-dimensional manifold M in R3. 274

Fampa et al. [30] improved Smith’s B&B algorithm by using 275

a conic formulation for the subproblem of locating the Steiner 276

nodes, but the general Euclidean SMT problem in cases other 277

than the 2-dimensional plane remains challenging. The work 278

discussed above on the SMT problem in general Euclidean 279

space cannot be directly used in our problem of finding a 280

minimal cost tree in a manifold. Approximate solutions to the 281

SMT problems have been applied to communication networks 282

design in [26, 31]. Caleff et al. [26] used an algorithm based 283

on a BioNetwork of a unicellular organisms for the SMT 284

problem. Sun et al. [31] proposed an algorithm based on 285

Physarum-inspired algorithm for the SMT problem. 286

Unlike the available approximate solutions, we seek an 287

optimal solution for the problem under consideration. 288

The closest study to our work is the above-mentioned 289

work [10], which provided a polynomial time complexity 290

numerical algorithm, based on dynamic programming, to find 291

the RMT on the manifold. But the work in [10] did not 292

consider the cost of Steiner nodes and terminal nodes in 293

the network which is what is achieved in the present paper. 294

Moreover, beyond the work in [10], this paper considers the 295

different cable protection levels and the total number of repairs 296

associated with various risks to the cable, such as earthquake- 297

related cable damage risk and human activity related risks. One 298

way to reduce human related risks, such as those associated 299
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with fishing areas, is to lay cables in deep water. Hence,300

our algorithm tends to avoid earthquake prone areas while301

giving preference to deep water. Typical cable life-times are302

around 25 years [32]. It is important, then, to be aware that303

risk related areas do not change rapidly over time. This is304

clearly true for earthquake prone areas and the depth of the305

seabed. Though fishing areas may change over time, they do306

not change rapidly.307

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND MODELING308

In this section, we pose a new optimal cable network design309

problem, which we call the weighted Steiner node problem.310

To address this problem, a 2-dimensional manifold in 3-311

dimensional space is used to model the surface of the earth312

on which we aim to minimize the total cost of a submarine313

cable system. Let D denote a bounded closed region on the314

earth’s surface modeled as a 2-dimensional manifold, where315

any pair of nodes in this region can be connected by a path on316

the 2-dimensional manifold. As in [13, 17, 21], to represent317

the earth’s surface with a reasonable level of fidelity, we318

use a triangulated piecewise-linear 2-dimensional manifold M319

to model the region D. The “smoothly” continuous area D320

is rendered as a triangulated manifold M, each point x on321

M being represented by 3-dimensional coordinates (G, H, I),322

where I = b (G, H) is the altitude of (G, H). For a cable323

represented by a Lipschitz continuous [33] curve W connecting324

two nodes in M, the total laying cost (based on the length and325

depth) of the cable W with design levels D(·) ∈ U is denoted326

by H(W, D(·)), as shown in Eq. (1), where ℎ(x, D(x)) is the327

laying cost per unit length of the cable passing through point328

x on the cable that may include soil type, elevation, labor,329

licenses, and protection level [15].330

H(W, D(·))4 =
∫
W

ℎ(x, D(x))3B. (1)

As in [13], the repair rate at location x = (G, H, I) ∈ M, I =331

b (G, H) is defined to be 6(x, D(x)). Let G(W, D(x)) denote332

the total number of repairs of a cable W. Again, we assume333

that G(W, D(x)) is additive. That is, G(W, D(x)) can be written334

as (2).335

G(W, D(·)) =
∫
W

6(x, D(x))3B. (2)

where 6(x, D(x)) ∈ R1
+ is the repair rate with a particular336

design level D at location x.337

As in [12, 13, 15, 17, 21], the repair rate 6 is related338

to ground motion intensities, such as Peak Ground Velocity339

(PGV) and Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) which is, in340

turn, associated with earthquakes and other natural hazards341

(e.g. landslides, debris flows, volcanoes, storms), as well as342

human activities.343

To consider both the cable laying cost and the cable repair344

rate in cable system design, a weighted sum approach is used.345

Specifically, for any grid point, x = (G, H, I) ∈ M, I = b (G, H),346

let 5 (x, D(x)) = U · ℎ(x, D(x)) + 6(x, D(x)) be a weighted cost347

at x, where U ∈ R1
+∪{0} can be regarded as the exchange rate348

between the laying cost and the risk. Then the total weighted 349

cost of a cable W is 350

2(W, D(x)) =
∫ ; (W)

0
5 (W(B), D(x))3B. (3)

The problem of submarine cable system design with a trunk- 351

and-branch tree topology is restated as follows. Given = termi- 352

nals x1, x2, . . . , x= on the 2-dimensional triangulated manifold 353

M in R3 to be connected as a network, find the Steiner tree 354

with minimal weighted sum cost. 355

Let R1,R2, . . . ,R' ⊆ D (' is the number of areas) be the 356

destination areas to be connected via a cable network with a 357

trunk and branch topology. Note that, although in this paper 358

each R8 represents an area, our solutions are applicable also to 359

the case where some or all of the R8B correspond to a specific 360

point. 361

The network may include new nodes called Steiner nodes 362

(representing BUs in the cable network) to reduce total cable 363

length of the network and influence the overall construction 364

cost. As discussed in Introduction, the construction costs of 365

the cable network, in our situation, includes the costs of 366

submarine cables, BUs and CLSs, so decisions on the number 367

and locations of BUs in the network and locations of CLSs 368

(if there is a choice) are needed. 369

We denote by b8 the BU installation cost at the grid node 370

x8 in M. If a Steiner node has the same location as a terminal 371

node, b8 = 0. This means that, since a Steiner node represents 372

a BU, if a Steiner node is included in a terminal node, the 373

elimination of the Steiner node implies a potential savings as 374

the BU is not required, and the number of BUs is reduced by 375

one. 376

If BUs in the cable systems have no branch number con- 377

straints, there is another case in which the cost of Steiner 378

nodes are ignored: two or more Steiner nodes have the same 379

location. Then these Steiner nodes can be taken to represent 380

a single BU which the number of branches is the addition of 381

the number of branches of each combined BU and subtract 382

2, so we count the BU cost (may depend on the number of 383

branches) once. 384

Because of the widespread usage of 3-branch BUs in 385

the industry, we demonstrate in realistic cable networking 386

scenarios that our algorithm can restrict the solutions to just 387

3-branch BUs. Additionally, two realistic examples of a cable 388

system with  -branch ( ≥ 3,  ∈ N+) BUs is demonstrated 389

in Section V-A3 and Section V-B. 390

Another consideration in cable system optimization is the 391

choice of CLS locations. Fig. 2 gives a simple and clear 392

explanation of this problem. For this problem, more than one 393

potential site can be the location of a CLS in each area R8 . Let 394

r81, r82, . . . , r8!8 ∈ R8 be the potential locations for CLSs in 395

area R8 . As discussed in Introduction, the construction costs 396

of the CLSs depend on many factors. In each area, several 397

potential locations are available for CLS. Different locations 398

have different construction cost and will also result in different 399

lengths of cables in the network. 400
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Fig. 2: SMT for regional connections
.

IV. METHODOLOGY AND ALGORITHM401

Our cable network optimization problem on the triangulated402

manifold M is clearly NP-hard since it generalizes the SMT403

problem in the 2-dimensional Euclidean plane.404

We consider a tree topology T to be a combined structure405

of points and edges in terms of topological rather than metric406

entities, where we include the labelling of some nodes as407

Steiner nodes and the others as terminal nodes, as well as408

specifying which terminal/Steiner node pairs are connected by409

edges. Such a topology T is called a Steiner topology if the410

degree of each Steiner node is equal to three and the degree411

of each terminal node is three or less [30]. We use the generic412

term topology of a tree to mean that there are no restrictions on413

the degrees of Steiner nodes and terminal nodes, though again414

with a labelling of nodes as Steiner nodes or terminal nodes.415

General topologies may include, in particular, some Steiner416

nodes with more than three branches. For given # terminal417

nodes, Steiner topologies form a subset of the set of all tree418

topologies.419

We extend these ideas to cover topologies in which there420

are  -degree ( ≥ 4,  ∈ N+) Steiner nodes by regarding421

such nodes as combinations of linked 3-branch Steiner nodes,422

with zero-cost (and, thereby, zero length) edges joining them.423

In this way, a combination of two 3-degree Steiner nodes will424

produce a 4-degree Steiner node, three linked 3-degree Steiner425

nodes will produce a 5-degree Steiner node, and so on. As426

Fig. 3 shows, the new Steiner node s23 is a combination of427

the Steiner nodes s2 and s3; in Fig. 4, the new Steiner node428

s123 is a combination of the Steiner nodes s1, s2 and s3. If

Fig. 3: A 4-branch BU derived from two 3-branch BUs.
429

a tree involves a mix of  -degree ( ≥ 4,  ∈ N+) Steiner430

Fig. 4: A 5-branch BU derived from three 3-branch BUs.

nodes and 3-degree Steiner nodes (there may be no 3-degree 431

Steiner nodes so it could consist of only  -degree Steiner 432

nodes), we can take any  -degree Steiner node and split it into 433

( − 2) 3-degree Steiner nodes. Note that the order in which 434

we do this is irrelevant. For terminal nodes with more than 435

three branches, we can add more virtual BUs and zero-cost 436

edges [29]. The topology of this tree then becomes a Steiner 437

topology. The reverse conversion is also valid. Therefore, if 438

we know all Steiner topologies then we know all topologies. 439

From the above discussion, we are able to articulate the 440

following theorem. 441

Theorem 1. For a given graph with # nodes, a general 442

topology with  -degree ( ≥ 3,  ∈ N+) Steiner nodes can 443

be derived from a Steiner topology with only degree-3 Steiner 444

nodes by the process described above. 445

Our new algorithm for the minimal cost network problem 446

is based on solving the Steiner tree problem with Steiner 447

nodes having three branches, that is, the SMT problem. But 448

our algorithm can also be applied to the case where the tree 449

topology includes  -degree ( ≥ 3,  ∈ N+) Steiner nodes. 450

A Steiner topology with # terminal nodes is a full Steiner 451

topology if there are # − 2 Steiner nodes, and the degree 452

of each terminal node is equal to one. The number of Steiner 453

nodes in a Steiner topology can only be reduced by coalescing 454

Steiner nodes with terminal nodes, while for generic topolo- 455

gies, the number of Steiner nodes can also be reduced by 456

coalescing Steiner nodes with other Steiner nodes to create 457

higher branched Steiner nodes. 458

Given # terminals x1, x2, . . . , x# ∈ M, let N = 459

{1, 2, . . . , #} be the index set of terminals, S = {# + 1, # + 460

2, ..., # + "} be the index set of Steiner nodes (" ≤ # − 2), 461

and V = N ∪ S. Given a topology T derived by Smith’s 462

B&B algorithm, let E = E1 ∪ E2 be the set of all edges, 463

i.e., T = (V,E), where E1 = {(8, 9) |8 ∈ N, 9 ∈ S} and 464

E2 = {(8, 9) |8 ∈ S, 9 ∈ S}. We aim to find the coordinates 465

of Steiner nodes: x#+1, x#+2, . . . , x#+" ∈ M, the paths 466

Γ = {W(4) |4 ∈ E} (i.e., the geodesics corresponding to the 467

edges in E) and the specific cable design level through the 468

paths. 469

We impose the constraint that all terminals and all potential 470

Steiner nodes are grid nodes x8 of M, x8 ∈ M (we are only 471

given the coordinates of grid nodes of M in practice). For each 472

grid point x in D, let 5 ′(x, D(x)) = minD (ℎ(x, D) +U · 6(x, D)), 473

where ℎ(x, D) and 6(x, D) are the laying cost and the repair rate 474

at grid point x, respectively, with design level D. By applying 475
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FMM, we are able to find the optimal path between every476

terminal node and grid node in M, as proved in [21].477

Similar to [10], for a cable segment W8 9 that con-478

nects two grid nodes x8 , x 9 ∈ M, let 2D
(
x8 , x 9

)
=479 ∫ x 9

x8
5 ′(x(B), D(x(B)))3B denote the cumulative weighted sum480

cost (here after called “cost” for brevity) over the cable path481

W8 9 with design levels D(·) ∈ *. Note that the cable is not482

required to traverse edges of triangles of M; we assume that483

the cable can pass through the interior of triangles of M and484

FMM optimizes the path accordingly.485

A. Minimization of weighted Steiner trees with BUs486

The mathematical description T of a physical cable network487

comprises the locations of all Steiner nodes, all terminal nodes,488

and all paths of cables. We denote the total cost of the physical489

cable network T by Ψ(T ). At this stage, we do not include490

the cost of CLSs. Eq. (4) shows the problem of optimizing the491

cost of a Steiner tree ignoring the cost of Steiner nodes.492

min
-,D ( ·) ,Γ

Ψ(X, D(X), Γ)=min
(∑
9∈S

2̄D
(
x 9

)
+
∑
(8, 9) ∈E2

min
W8 9

2D
(
x8 , x 9

))
.

(4)
where X = {x#+1, x#+2, . . . , x#+" } , x#+ 9 ∈ M493

are coordinates of the Steiner nodes. 2̄D
(
x 9

)
=494 ∑

8∈N, (8, 9) ∈E1

minW8 9 2D
(
x8 , x 9

)
is the sum of the minimum495

weighted cost from each terminal that is a neighbour of x 9496

to x 9 itself, which can be calculated using FMM with the497

terminal being the source node, while considering the cable498

design level D(·) ∈ *. Let 2̄D
(
x 9

)
= 0 if no terminal is499

adjacent to the Steiner node x 9 .500

We define the skeleton tree of the topology T to be the501

subtree T = (S,E2) composed of only Steiner nodes and the502

edges connect them to each other. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.503

Fig. 5: A Steiner tree and its skeleton tree.
504

For a tree with a Steiner topology T ; that is, with each505

Steiner node having three branches and each terminal node506

three or less branches, we choose an arbitrary Steiner node507

sA as the root of its skeleton tree T, sA ∈ T. Next, we assign508

to the edges of T an orientation towards the root. Then, T509

becomes a directed rooted tree (i.e., anti-arborescence). See510

Fig. 6. For more details on directed rooted trees, the reader511

is referred to [10]. We order the nodes of the skeleton tree512

so that children of a given node s8 appear in the list earlier513

than the given node (that is, with arrows from them to s8). An514

order with this property is referred to as a topological order.515

We denote, without loss of generality, the reordered Steiner 516

node sequence as 1, 2, . . . , " , where " corresponds to the 517

root of T, and denote x8 = x#+8 , 8 = 1, 2, ..., ". Altering the 518

order of Steiner nodes x#+8 ∈ M in Eq. (4) does not change 519

the optimization problem, so we can rewrite Eq. (4) as Eq. (5). 520

Note that once the location of Steiner nodes is determined, the 521

cable path Γ and the cable design levels through the path are 522

determined. 523

min
-,D ( ·) ,Γ

Ψ(X, D(-), Γ) = min
x" ,x"−1 ,...,x1

Φ (x" , x"−1, . . . , x1) .
(5)

where 524

Φ (x" , x"−1, . . . , x1)
= 2̄D (x" ) +

∑
( 9," )∈E2
9∈� (" )

min
W 9"

2D
(
x 9 , x"

)
+Φ (x"−1, . . . , x1) .

where � (") is the children set of node " . 525

We define Φ(x8) = 2̄D (x8) for any leaf 8, and 526

Φ∗ (x" , x"−1, . . . , x1)
= min

x̄" ,x̄"−1 ,...,x̄1
Φ (x" , x"−1, . . . , x1) . (6)

Then, the problem shown in Eq. (4) is converted to a dynamic
programming problem with Bellman equation:

Φ∗ (x" , x"−1, . . . , x1)

= min
x"

[
2̄D (x" ) +

∑
( 9," )∈�2
9∈� (" )

min
W 9"

2D (x 9 , x" )

+Φ∗ (x"−1, . . . , x1)
]
. (7)

To solve this dynamic programming problem, we construct 527

a new directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (V′,E′) based on T, 528

as shown in Fig. 7. Each Steiner node 8 ∈ T is associated with 529

a subset A8 of V′, where A8 are grid nodes ofM and the weight 530

on each node is 2̄D8 (x). It follows that V′ = ∪8∈SA8; that is, 531

V′ is composed of < copies of the grid nodes of M. For an 532

arc 4 = (8, 9) ∈ E2, where s 9 is the parent of s8 , we construct 533

a complete connection from A8 to A 9 for G; that is, an arc 534

Y = (?, @) from every x? ∈ A8 to every x@ ∈ A 9 in G. The 535

cost of the arc Y is defined as the minimum cost from node 536

x? to node x@ , calculated by FMM, i.e., F(Y) = F(?, @) = 537

min 2D
(
x? , x@

)
. We define q8? as the minimum cumulative cost 538

(MCC) for a node x? ∈ A8: 539

q8? = 2̄D
(
x?

)
+

∑
9∈� (8)

min
@∈A 9

(
F

(
x@ , x?

)
+ q 9@

)
. (8)

540

For the problem of Steiner tree total cost optimization taking 541

into account the cost of Steiner nodes (BUs in the cable 542

Fig. 6: The skeleton tree with s2 being the root in Fig. 5. One
reordered Steiner node sequence is s1, s3, s2.
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system), we have a new Bellman equation as shown in Eq. (9),543

which is an extension of Eq. (7).544

We refer to the DAG-Least-Cost-Tree algorithm in [10]545

that finds the tree on DAG with the minimum cost and546

return the coordinates of the Steiner nodes. We propose a547

new algorithm — the DAG-Least-Cost-System algorithm —548

listed as Algorithm 1 that finds the tree on DAG with the549

minimum total cost (length and number of Steiner nodes) and550

return the coordinates of the Steiner nodes. The extension of551

the DAG-Least-Cost-System algorithm over our earlier DAG-552

Least-Cost-Tree [10] enables the inclusion of weights (costs)553

of the Steiner nodes. This extension has to take account of554

Steiner nodes with degree in excess of three. The extension555

can also be used to optimize connections between regions, as556

opposed to points, as we will demonstrate here.557

In Algorithm 1, the statements in Lines 1-13 form the558

initialization. Implementation of Eq. (9) is in Lines 14-32.559

Note that T is the skeleton of a Steiner tree with full Steiner560

topology. If a leaf node in T has the same coordinates as a561

terminal node then the BU cost b8 at this location is zero. If562

two Steiner nodes have the same location, we need to decide563

whether to count the cost of the Steiner node once or twice564

depending on the BU branch constraints (Lines 19-23 achieve565

this). As in [10], once the iterations reach the root, in Line 32,566

we choose the grid node p̂ (with MCC q"? ) in A" . The node567

p̂ is the physical Steiner node corresponding to the root. To568

derive the coordinates of the remaining Steiner nodes, we track569

back on G starting from p̂. In the meantime, we can get the570

path W of the tree with specific cable design level and total571

cost as well as total length. From the locations of the Steiner572

nodes, we infer the number of BUs (Steiner nodes).573

To make Algorithm 1 easier to understand, we propose an574

example with a given topology T as shown in Fig. 8. The five575

terminal nodes and three Steiner nodes are denoted by G1, G2,576

G3, G4, G5, and B1, B2, B3, respectively. With B1 and B3 as the577

leaves of the skeleton T, 49 (49 = 7∗7) grid nodes can possibly578

be the location of B1 or B3. As in Eq. (8), qB1
? = 2̄

B1
D (x?) + 1? ,579

? = 1, 2, ...49, where 2̄
B1
D (x?) is the total distance from the580

grid node x? to the terminal nodes G1 and G2, and 1? is the581

cost of a BU at each grid node. Note that the 1? value for the582

position of terminal nodes are 0. The same analysis is applied583

to Steiner nodes B3. Also 49 grid nodes can possibly be the584

location of the root of the skeleton T, B2, with two children, B1585

and B3, as seen in Fig. 6. As denoted before, F
(
x@ , x?

)
is the586

distance between a child and its parent. If x? is the position587

of B2, and x@ is the position of B1, then for this left branch,588

q
B1
? = 2̄

B1
D (x?) + 1? + F

(
x@ , x?

)
+ 1@ . Note that 1@ = 0, if589

? = @. Similarly, qB3
? = 2̄

B3
D (x?) + 1? + F

(
x@ , x?

)
+ 1@ , and590

Fig. 7: The DAG corresponding to the Steiner topology and
skeleton tree in Fig. 5.

Algorithm 1 DAG-Least-Cost-System

Input:
The graph G = (V′,E′), T with a topological order and
BU cost (b8) for each grid point.

Output:
Coordinates of Steiner nodes s8 , 8 = 1, . . . , " .

1: for 8 = 1, ..., " do
2: for each node x? ∈ A8 do
3: if 8 is a leaf in T then
4: q8? = 2̄D

(
x?

)
+ b?;

5: c
(
x?

)
= NIL;

6: else
7: for each child s 9 of s8 do
8: c

(
x? , 9

)
= NIL;

9: end for
10: q8? = 0;
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: for 8 = 1, ..., " , 8 is not a leaf do
15: for each node x? ∈ A8 do
16: for each child B 9 of B8 do
17: k = ∞;
18: for each node x@ ∈ A 9 do
19: if x@ = x? then
20: k ′ = q 9@ + F

(
x@ , x?

)
21: else
22: k ′ = q 9@ + F

(
x@ , x?

)
+ b@

23: end if
24: if k > k ′ then
25: k = k ′;

c
(
x? , 9

)
= @;

26: end if
27: end for
28: q8? = q

8
? + k;

29: end for
30: q8? = q

8
? + 2̄D

(
x?

)
;

31: end for
32: end for
33: Let ?̂" = arg minx? ∈A" q

"
?

34: Trace back from ?̂" to leaves via c;
35: return x ?̂1 , . . . , x ?̂" .

q
B2
? = q

B1
? + qB3

? . We choose the minimum from the 49 ∗49 ∗49 591

possible values of qB2
? , and then trace back and determine the 592

location of the three Steiner nodes. 593

B. Minimal cost Steiner tree for regional connectivity 594

We aim, in this subsection, to find a minimum total cost 595

network connecting more than two regions and terminal nodes. 596

To solve the regional connectivity problem, firstly we run 597

FMM from each of the nodes in each region to every grid 598

node inM to derive 2̄D
(
x 9

)
: the sum of the minimum cost from 599

each region that is a neighbour of x 9 to x 9 itself. Unlike in the 600

terminal node connection problem, FMM needs to be applied 601

for every nodes in the region. However, for a submarine cable 602
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Φ∗�* (x" , x"−1, . . . , x1) = min
x"

[
Φ∗�* (x"−1, . . . , x1) +

(
2̄D (x" ) + b"

)
+

∑
( 9," )∈E2
9∈� (" )

min
W 9"

2D
(
x 9 , x"

) ]
. (9)

Fig. 8: A five-terminal example.

system, there are just a few locations on the coastline that need603

to be considered. In fact, it is clear that minimal lengths are604

achieved by connecting to nodes on the coastline (or at least605

on the boundaries of the regions). For each of these nodes, r8; ,606

in the region R8 , we calculate the distance d8; (x 9 ), where ;607

indicates the index of a possible location on the boundary of608

R8 . The minimal cost from each such node in this region to609

each grid node is written as D8
(
x 9

)
. We define the “pointer610

matrix”, P8 9 , to indicate the location (the value of ;) in region611

R8 corresponding to D8
(
x 9

)
.612

Algorithm 1 provides the solution for minimizing the total613

cost for the terminal node connectivity problem whereas the614

procedure described below is for optimization of the cable sys-615

tem (including the location of BUs and CLSs) taking account616

of different cable design levels in the regional connectivity617

problem.618

1) For each grid point x in D, let the weighted cost, 5 ′(x) =619

minD (ℎ(x, D) + U · 6(x, D)), where ℎ(x, D) and 6(x, D)620

are the laying cost and the repair rate at grid point x,621

respectively, with design level D. The matrix �D records622

the design level D of each grid point;623

2) For each region R8 , run FMM (region to points), and624

calculate the distance record D8 (x 9 ) and a corresponding625

pointer matrix P8 9 ;626

3) For each Steiner node s8 , 8 ∈ S, let 2̄D8
(
x 9

)
=627 ∑

9∈N, ( 9 ,8) ∈E1 D8
(
x 9

)
for each grid node x 9 ∈ M, where628

E1 is based on the given topology T ;629

4) For each pair of grid nodes x8 , x 9 ∈ M, run FMM for630

calculating the minimum weighted cost from x8 to x 9 ;631

5) Based on the Steiner topology T and the grid nodes of632

M, construct the DAG G = (V′,E′);633

6) Run Algorithm 1 on the DAG and find the minimum634

weighted cost network. The nodes on the minimum635

weighted cost network x ?̂1 , . . . , x ?̂" , are the Steiner636

nodes;637

7) Find the geodesics Γ = {W(4) | 4 ∈ E} by gradient638

descent, as the last step in FMM, the chosen location in639

each area, and the cable design level D(.) in the geodesics640

Γ, taking into account the corresponding pointer matrix 641

P8 9 and design level matrix Fu8 9 . 642

C. Computational complexity analysis 643

We assume M consists of � grid nodes and # termi- 644

nals/regions to be connected. For the regional connectivity 645

problem, without loss of generality, we assume every region 646

has ! nodes. In a similar way it is done in [10], the com- 647

plexity of step 1 in the procedure provided above is O((2! − 648

1)#� log�), and the complexity of step 2 is O((#−2)�) (for 649

a full Steiner topology with # − 2 Steiner nodes). Step 3 re- 650

quires the cost calculation of each pair of grid nodes inM, and 651

its complexity is O
(
�2 log�

)
. The DAG has (#−2)� vertices 652

and (# − 3)�2 arcs. Therefore, finding the minimal cost tree 653

of the # terminals/regions takes O
(
(# − 2)� + (# − 3)�2)

654

operations. Therefore, the computational complexity of the 655

whole algorithm is O
(
�2 (log� + # − 3)

)
. If the number 656

of areas # and the number of possible CLSs in each area 657

=, '=, are large, then the total possible combinations of 658

the network could be as large as
∏#
==1 '=, so we will 659

need to run DAG-Least-Cost-System algorithm that many 660

times. As the computational complexity of DAG-Least-Cost- 661

System algorithm is O
(
�2 (log� + # − 3)

)
, enumeration over 662

all possibilities would require a computational resources of 663

O
(∏#

==1 '= ∗ �2 (log� + # − 3)
)
. If � is large, the run-time 664

will be prohibitive. The specific run-time is related to the 665

values of � and # and we will explain it in each scenario 666

in Section V. 667

V. APPLICATIONS 668

In this section, we present an application of our method 669

to two realistic scenarios, region D1 and D2. As in [10], 670

we use bathymetric data from the Global Multi-Resolution 671

Topography synthesis [34]. We consider the trade-off between 672

the laying cost and the total number of repairs and choose 673

the appropriate cable design level for every point in the 674

triangulated 2-dimensional manifold. We assume that the cable 675

laying cost is based on the different cable design levels and 676

the depth of the seabed. It is known that the cost of the 677

cable is lower in deeper waters [10, 15, 35]. We assume 678

that the total number of repairs is associated with earthquake- 679

related cable damage risk and human activity related risk. The 680

earthquake-related cable damage risk is related to the Peak 681

Ground Acceleration (PGA) statistics while human activity 682

is relevant for the depth of the seabed or delineated fishing 683

areas. The PGA statistics in our example, provided by USGS, 684

website have been measured over a period of 50 years, so 685

the estimated repair rate is over 50 years as well. In each 686

example, we will explain these considerations included how 687

they fit into the weighted cost. To be realistic, we assume 688

here that the cost of a CLS is around $10 million [3, 8] and 689
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the cost of BUs varies between $1-3 million. Notice that this690

range is somewhat wider than the industry estimate of $1-2691

million [5, 6]. In our examples, we demonstrate how to choose692

the location and number of BUs and the location choices of693

CLSs for minimization of the total weighted cost of a cable694

system. We have run the code in Matlab R2017b on a 4.2 GHz695

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700K CPU.696

A. The first scenario697

The first object region D1 spans from the northwest cor-698

ner (45.000◦N, 0.000◦E) to the southeast corner (36.000◦N,699

11.000◦E). We will apply our method to optimize a cable700

system that connects the following six locations in this region:701

Genoa (44.407◦N, 8.963◦E), Palma (32.828◦N, 4.310◦E),702

Tunis (37.341◦N, 9.078◦E), Algiers (36.832◦N, 3.052◦E),703

Barcelona (41.399◦N, 2.085◦E), and Alghero (40.580◦N,704

8.324◦E); these are denoted by A, B, C, D, E, F, respectively.705

See Fig. 9. There is no obvious high risk area, such as a fishing706

or earthquake area in this region. The cable weighted cost,707

then, in the first three examples is only the cable laying cost708

that is related to the depth of the seabed. The first example709

illustrates that the BU cost significantly affects the number710

of BUs used in the cable system. From the second example,711

we observe that BUs tends to be located in lower cost areas.712

The third example shows that the number of branches of a713

BU affects the number of BUs used in the cable system. The714

weighted cost in the fourth example also takes account of715

the repair rate caused by the earthquake risk and of various716

cable design level optimizations. This example demonstrates717

that our algorithm can apply to a cable system design for area718

connections and while selecting the appropriate resilience level719

of cables according to localized risk.

Fig. 9: Region D1. Source: Google Earth.

720

1) The effect of BU cost on cable network design: In this721

example, we plan a submarine cable network using a trunk-722

and-branch topology between the following five locations:723

Genoa, Palma, Tunis, Algiers, Barcelona, as shown in Fig. 9724

and denoted by A, B, C, D, E, respectively. The values of �725

and # are 12000 and 5, respectively; in this case, the run-times726

are in the range 6 − 8 hours.727

As discussed in the Introduction, most existing BUs have 728

three branches. We make this assumption in this example, 729

consistent with the characteristics of the Steiner tree. We 730

assume the weighted cost in this case is only related to the 731

depth of the seabed. And the cable laying cost is considered 732

with only one resilience level and set to $25000 per kilometer. 733

As the Steiner nodes represent BUs, an increase in the 734

number of BUs (Steiner nodes) may adversely affect the 735

total network cost. Therefore, our optimization must consider 736

the tradeoff between the cost of BUs against the benefit in 737

reduction of total cable length. We will observe, as expected, 738

that an increase in BU cost leads to a decrease in their number. 739

Figs. 10(a)-10(d) show the result of our method. Note that the 740

result in Fig. 10(a), with the BU cost equal to 0, is consistent 741

with the result of the algorithm proposed in [10]. 742

(a) Cable system with three BUs. (b) Cable system with two BUs.

(c) Cable system with one BU. (d) Minimum Spanning Tree.

Fig. 10: Cable network result changed by the BU cost.

Table I shows the details of each cable network with varying 743

cost of BUs. From the result, we can conclude that, with 744

increasing installation cost of BU, the number of BUs in 745

the cable network decreases, while the total length of cable 746

network becomes larger. Also as expected, the total cost of 747

the network also rises with the increasing of BU cost, but the 748

total cost is always the optimal solution under the specified 749

BU cost. 750

2) An example with a high BU cost area.: As we discuss 751

in Section I, seabed conditions influence installation costs of 752

BUs: BU installation cost in some areas is relatively higher 753

than others. To illustrate the effects of geographically varying 754

BU cost, we redo the previous experiment with an assumed 755

higher installation costs for BUs of $2 million across the 756

area from northwest corner (40.696◦N, 2.710◦E) to southeast 757

corner (38.375◦N, 5.478◦E), as shown in Fig. 11(a). The 758
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TABLE I: Effect of BU cost on optimal cable network design.

BU cost
(million $)

0 1 2 3

Number of BUs 3 2 1 0
Total length (km) 1704.76 1715.31 1777.95 1822.05

Total cost
(million $)

92.60 94.87 95.45 95.55

Cable network Fig. 10(a) Fig. 10(b) Fig. 10(c) Fig. 10(d)

remainder of the area has a BU installation cost of $1 million.759

The total cost of the derived network is $94.88 million with760

the total length being 1715.32 km. The results are shown in761

Fig. 11(b), where we can see that the locations of the two BUs762

tend to avoid the higher cost area.763

(a) Region D1 with spacial area. (b) SMT result of Region D1 with
spacial area.

Fig. 11: An example with a high BU cost area.

3) Multi-branch BUs with more than three branches: As764

discussed, our algorithm is based on the Steiner tree algorithm765

used in [10] which considers all full Steiner topologies and766

applies Smith’s B&B method to reduce the computation. Here767

we use the extension of this algorithm described in Section IV,768

based on Theorem 1, to the case where the cost of BUs is769

taken into account, to provide a realistic example where the770

optimal solution involves a BU with more than three branches.771

Specifically, we consider an example where our aim is to772

connect the following four locations, Palma, Tunis, Algiers773

and Alghero, as shown in Fig. 9 and denoted by B, C, D, F,774

respectively.775

First, we assume that the cost of a BU is $1.7 million across776

the entire area, the average cable cost is $25,000, and the777

number of branches of BUs is not limited. This results in778

an optimal tree that has just one BU with four branches and779

the total length is 1190.71 km, as Fig. 12(a) shows. Then,780

to illustrate the benefit of multi-branch BUs, we present in781

Fig. 12(b) the result of the algorithm for the situation where782

we restrict BUs to have only three branches and apply our783

algorithm while preventing combining of Steiner nodes. The784

result shows that its total cable length is 1127.86 km which785

is smaller than the result in Fig. 12(a). However, the cost of786

the cable network in Fig. 12(a), namely, $31.46 million is787

less than that of the solution presented in Fig. 12(b) which is788

$31.59 million. We remind the reader that the wide majority789

of cable systems have only 3-branch BUs. Nevertheless, we790

have demonstrated an example where it is beneficial to use 791

4-branch BUs. 792

(a) BUs with more than three
branches.

(b) BUs with only three branches.

Fig. 12: Cable network optimization results with different
degrees of BU.

4) SMT for areas connecting: In this example, we illustrate 793

our regional connectivity method for optimizing the location 794

of a CLS in each area to minimize total cost. To this end, we 795

again apply our algorithm to the region shown in Fig. 9. In 796

this example, besides the depth of the seabed, we take account 797

of earthquake risk and cable design level, so that the weighted 798

cost of each grid point depends on the cable cost (not including 799

laying costs) for each chosen design level, depth of the seabed, 800

possible risk of earthquake. For specific parameter settings, we 801

refer to the previous article [15]. We assume that there are two 802

seismic design levels, Level I and Level II with a low and a 803

high level of protection, respectively. As in [7, 13, 15], we 804

assume the cable cost per kilometer for Level I and Level II 805

are $10000 and $22200, respectively. 806

We consider five areas corresponding to the five locations 807

A, B, C, D, E. That is, the first area is in the vicinity of 808

location A, the second in the vicinity of location B, etc. In 809

each area, we assume there are three potential CLS locations. 810

One of the potential CLS locations in each area is the same 811

as the original locations A, B, C, D, E, and the other two 812

are arbitrarily set, as shown in Fig. 13. Accordingly, there are 813

three alternative CLS locations in each area, and we specify 814

the original nodes as the first among the three alternatives. We 815

assume a constant BU cost of $1 million which is same as that 816

used in the example illustrated in Fig. 10(b). First, we assume 817

that the construction costs of CLSs in all these fifteen locations 818

are the same, and we set each CLS cost as $10 million. The 819

result of our optimization algorithm are presented in Fig. 14(a) 820

with one BU located at (40.977◦N, 4.069◦E). A pink cable 821

path represents a cable with design Level II while a Level I 822

path is colored black. The total length and the total cost of 823

the optimal cable network are 1642.89 km and $75.37 million, 824

respectively. Further details of this cable network optimization 825

are shown in Table II. 826

As discussed in Introduction, the construction costs of CLSs 827

is determined by many factors and may vary from area to area. 828

In the next example, we study the situation where different 829

CLSs have different cost, and use our method to find the 830

optimal solution. The construction cost of each CLS is shown 831
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Fig. 13: Regional connectivity problem description.

(a) CLSs with same cost. (b) CLSs with different cost.

Fig. 14: Multi-CLSs in each area.

in Table III. The optimal cable network result is shown in832

Fig. 14(b) with one BU located at (40.906◦N, 4.106◦E). The833

details are shown in Table III. As shown in Fig. 14(b), cables834

in high risk area require a higher design (pink color) level835

to reduce the repair rate. As discussed before, there is no836

significant earthquake-risk area or fishing-risk area, the repair837

rate is mainly depended on the depth of the seabed. So,838

Level II is used for cable in coastal areas (close to land).839

The result in Fig. 14(b) shows that the optimal CLS location840

chosen to minimize the total weighted cost by our algorithm is841

not exactly the one with the lowest construction cost in every842

area. As shown in the result, in area A, the first potential843

station is chosen as the CLS location, while in areas B, C, D844

and E, the third stations are chosen.845

B. The second scenario846

The second region D2 spans from the northwest cor-847

ner (24.500◦N, 97.000◦E) to the southeast corner (5.500◦N,848

79.000◦E). We apply our method to connect the following849

four areas in this region: Meinmagwe (18.780◦N, 93.625◦E),850

Andaman and Nicobar Islands (12.188◦N, 92.526◦E), Sri851

Lanka (8.287◦N, 81.390◦E), puri (19.849◦N, 85.826◦E), these852

are denoted by A, B, C, D, respectively. See Fig. 15. The853

specific values of � and # are 5621 and 4, respectively, in854

this case, the run-times are in the range 2.5-3 hours.855

TABLE II: Multi-CLSs with same cost in each area of region
D1.

area � � � � �

Station choice (2) (3) (3) (1) (3)

BU cost (million $)&Number 1&1

Total length (km) 1642.891

Total cost (million $) 75.37

TABLE III: Multi-CLSs with different cost in each area of
region D1.

area � � � � �

Station (1) cost (million $) 10 11 10 10 11

Station (2) cost (million $) 11 10 12 11 9

Station (3) cost (million $) 10 9 11 9 10

Station choice (1) (3) (3) (3) (3)

BU cost (million $)&Number 1&1

Total length (km) 1615.17

Total cost (million $) 74.42

The weighted cost in this scenario comprises the depth of 856

the seabed, the earthquake risk, the cable design levels and 857

the cable laying cost. There is a fishing area in this region 858

(Bengal) according to [36]. Note that the cable laying cost is 859

also related to the depth of the seabed. For specific weighted 860

cost parameter settings, we refer to [15]. The map of the repair 861

rate (associated with the relevant risk factors) in this region 862

is shown in Fig. 16. We assume that the construction costs of 863

CLSs vary from area to area, and from location to location in 864

the same area. The number of branches of a BU is assumed to 865

be more than three. This is different from the case considered 866

in the fourth example in the first scenario, where the number 867

of branches of a BU is forced to be equal to three. As in 868

the third example of the first scenario, we consider here two 869

cable design levels: Level I and Level II for which the costs 870

per kilometer are $10000 and $22200, respectively. We present 871

two examples with BU costs of $1 million and $2 million to 872

illustrate its influence. 873

Fig. 15: Region D2 with four areas. Source: Google Earth.
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Fig. 16: Repair rate map of Region D2.

(a) Topology I. (b) Topology II.

(c) Topology III.

Fig. 17: Relative best result of three topologies.

First, we assume that the BU cost is $1 million. According874

to [37], there are four target areas, so we just need to consider875

three full Steiner tree topologies. The results for the three876

topologies are shown in Figs. 17(a)-17(c), with total costs877

of $47.66, $50.23 and $47.19 million, respectively. Level I878

(Level II) cable paths are colored black (pink, respectively).879

By comparing the results of these three topologies, we880

obtain the optimal cable network. This corresponds to topology881

III shown in Fig. 17(c) with one Steiner node located at882

(11.994◦N, 91.305◦E). In Table III we provide the construction883

cost of each CLS and the optimization results including the884

choice of CLS location in each area, the total length and cost885

of the cable system and the number of BUs. As shown in886

Fig. 17(c), cables in high-risk areas require a higher cable887

design level (pink color) to reduce the repair rate.888

Fig. 18: Optimal network in region D2 with BU=$2 million.

TABLE IV: Multi-CLSs with different cost in each area in
region D2.

area � � � �

Station (1) cost (million $) 9 8 13 10

Station (2) cost (million $) 10 10 12 9

Station (3) cost (million $) 11 10 11 9

Station choice (2) (2) (3) (3)

BU cost (million $)&Number 1&2

Total length (km) 2798.26

Total cost (million $) 47.19

For a BU cost of $2 million, the optimal cable network 889

result is shown in Fig. 18, also corresponding to the full Steiner 890

topology (topology III) shown in Fig. 17(c), but without any 891

BU. The construction cost of each CLS and the relevant 892

detailed optimization results are shown in Table V. 893

The results show that our algorithm can be applied in 894

designing optimal cable systems when considering cables with 895

varying design levels, and various risk factors, BU costs and 896

CLS costs. 897

VI. CONCLUSION 898

We have articulated a solution to the problem of submarine 899

cable network path planning where the topology is of a trunk- 900

and-branch network. This is done for a network on the surface 901

of the earth, taking into consideration the cost of BUs and 902

CLSs, cable laying costs with different design levels, and 903

various risk factors. The resulting submarine cable network 904

design for regional connectivity includes cable path planning 905

as well as the choices of locations of BUs and CLSs. 906

We have introduced the weighted Steiner node problem, 907

which in mathematical terms, has been couched as a variant 908

of the SMT problem, on an irregular 2-dimensional manifold 909

in R3. The resulting algorithm has polynomial-time computa- 910

tional complexity. The Steiner nodes in our problem can vary 911

in number, while incurring a penalty (cost). We have proposed 912

an algorithm that can solve this variant of the Steiner tree 913

problem. We have proved that our algorithm is applicable to 914

Steiner nodes with degrees of three or more, so that it can 915

be used to optimize the total cost of a cable network taking 916

account of the costs of BUs and CLSs. 917

We have applied our technique to several realistic scenarios 918

to elucidate that our method is applicable to real-world ca- 919
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TABLE V: Multi-CLSs with different cost in each area in
region D2.

area � � � �

Station (1) cost (million $) 9 12 13 10

Station (2) cost (million $) 10 9 14 12

Station (3) cost (million $) 14 10 11 9

Station choice (2) (1) (3) (3)

BU cost (million $)&Number 2.5&1

Total length (km) 2939.65

Total cost (million $) 135.86

ble network optimization problems. Our technique can also920

be applied to other network design problems on irregular921

2-dimensional manifolds, aside from the submarine cables.922

These include problems involving power distribution and gas923

and oil pipelines.924
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